
Geralt
of rivia



Geralt
Hair color:       white
Hair lenght:    shoulder length
eye color:       yellow with cat like pupil
Scars:        one scar through his left eye, and second on 
        the right side of his forehead
Clothing:        dark and light brown leather and chain armour
        light brown leather and chain pauldrons
        dark and light brown leather gloves 
        dark brown leather trousers
        light brown quilted shirt 
        dark brown leather boots 
accessories:  two witcher swords hanging on a leather 
        belt over his shoulder
       crossbow
        witcher wolf medallion 
        metal hook for trophies 
        metal spurs on boots 



Geralt - face, hair 
Hair color:  white (A, B, C)
Hair length:  long (A, B, C)
Hairstyle:      ponytail (A)
eye color:        yellow with narrow cat-like pupil (D)
Scars:  a long vertical scar runs down the left side of his 
   forehead, across his eye, curving across the left cheek
  horizontal scar on the right side of his forehead (E, F)
facial hair: beard (A, B, C)
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Geralt - clothing details

breastplate made from dark brown thick leather; torso armor made from chainmail 
on the front and back, with light brown leather panels on each side; the armour has 4 
lancing loops with dark green strings with gold ends. (A, D)

made from 2 parts each; assembled together with 2 wide leather belts crossing on the 
torso and back; each part made from chain mail with leather stripes on the ends (A, D)

light brown quilted shirt, worn under the armour, only the elbow part is visible (A, D)

dark brown leather pants (B, C) 
dark brown leather boots (B, C)
black leather gloves with lighter brown leather parts, three pyramid  studs on the 
knuckles (E)

all of the garments are travel-worn

armor:

armlets:

Shirt:

Pants:
Boots:
Gloves:
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Geralt - accessories details

long sword with straight guard; hilt wrapped with leather strap; simple heavy 
pommel (F)

long silver sword; narrow guard covered with runes; hilt wrapped with leather 
strap; decorative wolf-shaped pommel; blade covered with runes (G)
metal and silver sword scabbards are made from leather with decorative stitching 
and a worn leather strap; mouthpiece and ferrule made from metal (A, F, G) 
small crossbow made from metal and wood (A)
witcher wolf medallion hanging on a metal chain around his neck (C, E)
big metal hook strapped to a belt (B)
simple metal spurs strapped to the boots by leather belts (D)
light brown leather belt across the waist; Y-shaped belt which loops over his right 
shoulder and around his torso to hold the two swords in place (A, B, C)

all of the garments are travel-worn

Metal sword:

Silver sword:

Scabbards:

Crossbow:
Medallion:
trophy hook:
Spurs:
Belts:
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